SIMPLIFIED TRAVEL
Partner with the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
to change the face of travel through the new simplified travel
process, the next generation of identity verification in the travel
continuum.
SOPHISTICATED FACIAL BIOMETRIC MATCHING IN TWO
SECONDS OR LESS
The simplified travel process is based on CBP’s sophisticated facial
biometric matching service that airlines and airports can harness to
provide a seamless, paperless, and more secure experience for arriving
and departing air travelers. CBP’s matching service provides confirmation of
a traveler’s identity in two seconds or less.
Designed as a cloud-based service, the facial recognition matching service takes
advantage of the speed of the cloud while minimizing security risks. No personal identifiable
information (PII) beyond the traveler photo is transmitted or stored in the cloud. This gives airlines
and airports the flexibility to invest in a photo capture solution best suited to each partner’s operational
needs.
BE A PARTNER IN DEFINING THE NEXT GENERATION OF SECURE AIR TRAVEL
CBP is actively seeking partnerships with airline and airport authorities to deploy the simplified
travel process at departure gates that meet airport/airline operational requirements while
simultaneously enhancing the international arrival process.
Using CBP’s facial recognition service, airlines and airport authorities have the
potential to enrich traveler services beyond the departure and arrival gates
through these features and more:
•
•
•
•
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Self-boarding gates
Smart queuing and dynamic way-finding
Automated Global Entry process
Increased efficiency of CBP inspections
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Through a collaborative partnership with CBP, airlines and airport authorities have an extraordinary opportunity to
influence the future of secure air travel by co-developing processes that meet business, traveler and security needs.
THE TIME TO JOIN IS NOW
CBP is ready to initiate the simplified travel process at departure gates today. In addition, CBP plans to utilize the same
matching service to implement facial recognition upon arrival. CBP partners will have the exclusive ability to preview
the benefits of simplified travel on a single arriving flight.

Help Change the Face
of Travel Today
For more information on how to become
a partner, email SimplifyTravel@cbp.dhs.gov
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